Schedule Malpelo Live-Aboard trip from the 3rd to 11th of February 2021

- 2nd of February: You will get picked up at the Airport Alfonso Bonilla Aragon in Cali (CLO). A private car driver will be waiting and holding a banner with your name. Immediately he will take you to the Hotel Boutique San Antonio in Cali.
- 2nd of February: Arriving to the Hotel and registration
- 3rd of February: Breakfast included at the hotel until 10am
- 3rd of February: Free morning until 13:00hrs. Recommendation: Go and walk around the San Antonio neighbourhood (Hotel zone) and get a Colombian lunch.
- 3rd of February: at 13:00 a private van will pick you up at the hotel to get you down to the departing port (2.5hours drive).
- 3rd of February: Expecting time for arriving at the departing port. Around 17:00
- 3rd of February: Between 18:00 and 19:00. The crew will show you the rooms and the common areas of the Liveaboard. Also a dinner will be served.
- 3rd of February: 20:00 the ship will leave the port towards Malpelo
- 5th of February: First dive of the Malpelo expedition (7:00am). Then it will be two more dives the same day.
- 5th of February through the 10th of February: Six days of diving, three dives per day.
- 10th of February: Last day of diving. It will be two dives in the morning.
- 10th of February: The boat will leave Malpelo towards Buenaventura (pacific port)
- 11th of February: The ship will be arriving at Buenaventura. Approximate arrival time: 03:00PM (15:00hrs)
- 11th of February: A private van will take you back to the hotel Boutique San Antonio in Cali. Over there you will spend one night.
- 12th of February: Breakfast at the Hotel in the morning.
- 12th of February: A private car will take you back to the airport in Cali (CLO).
- 12th of February: End of service